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Abstract: The most common pseudorandom number generators are the linear congruential generators. It is well known 
that the set of all vectors of consecutive pseudorandom numbers determines a lattice if the linear congruential 
generator has maximal period length. Therefore linear congruential generators are often assessed by the ratio between 
the shortest and the longest vector of the Minkowski reduced basis, the so-called Beyer ratio. Generally the Minkowski 
reduced basis can only be determined with great computational effort. Therefore bounds for the Beyer ratio are of 
great interest. For mixed congruential generators a lower bound for the longest vector and an upper bound for the 
shortest vector of the Minkowski reduced basis are determined. This leads to an upper bound for the Beyer ratio which 
depends only on the prime factorization of the modulus. 
Keywords: Mixed congruential generators, pseudorandom numbers, lattice structure, Minkowski reduced basis, Beyer 
ratio. 
The most common pseudorandom number generators are the linear congruential generators 
which are of the form 
X k+l=u~k+b (mod m), x~+~E {O,l,..., m-l}, ka0, 
where the modulus m is a positive integer and the multiplier a, the increment b, as well as the 
starting value x0 are nonnegative integers less than m. Let 
m=p;Y1. ..:p,” 
denote the prime factorization of the modulus m where p1 < * - - <p,, are prime numbers and 
q,..., (Y,, are positive integers. Then a linear congruential generator has maximal period length 
m which is achieved if and only if 
a=1 (mod pi) for in {l,...,n}, 
a=1 (mod4) if p1 = 2 and q 2 2, 
and 
bf0 (mod pi) for iE {l,...,n} 
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(cf. [4, ch. 3.2.1.2, Theorem A]). In the following only those linear congruential generators are 
considered which have maximal period length m. For any dimension d > 2 let 
be the periodic continuation with period m of the set of all vectors of d consecutive pseudoran- 
dom numbers. It is well known that the set Gd is a shifted lattice, a so-called grid. Let 
Ql,..., v,Ebd with ]vi] 6 ... < 1 v, I be the Minkowski reduced basis of the grid Gd, i.e., the 
basis of vectors of shortest length (cf. [1,2] for an exact definition). It is accepted that a linear 
congruential generator is “good” for a given dimension d if the vectors of the Minkowski 
reduced basis of the corresponding grid Gd have nearly the same length. Therefore linear 
congruential generators are often assessed by the ratio between the shortest and the longest 
vector of the Minkowski reduced basis, the so-called Beyer ratio 
I Vl I 
rd= lu,l’ 
which was first introduced by William Aaron Beyer as his “figure of merit” (cf. [3, p.3511). 
Generally the Minkowski reduced basis of a grid Gd and hence the Beyer ratio r, of the 
corresponding linear congruential generator for moderate dimensions d can only be determined 
with great computational effort (cf. [2]). Therefore bounds for the Beyer ratio are of great interest 
for the assessment of linear congruential generators. In Knuth’s book (cf. [4, ch. 3.2.1.31) the 
concept of “potency” is sketched. The potency cy of a linear congruential generator is the least 
positive integer k such that 
(a - 1)‘~ 0 (mod m). 
Observe that 
where a0 = max{ (hi, . . . , an} since the linear congruential generator has maximal period length 
m, i.e., in particular a = 1 (mod pi) for i E { 1,. . . , n } . Knuth’s ideas are used in this paper where 
upper bounds for the Beyer ratios of linear congruential generators are determined which depend 
on the potency of the linear congruential generator. This result can be used in order to reject 
those linear congruential generators whose upper bound for the Beyer ratio rd for a given 
dimension d is too small. These are exactly those generators whose potency is too small which 
supports Knuth’s opinion “ that high potency is necessary but not sufficient for randomness” (cf. 
14, p.241). 
In the following two lemmas estimates for the length of the longest vector vd and of the 
shortest vector vi of the Minkowski reduced basis of a grid Gd are derived. The upper bound for 
the Beyer ratio rd of a linear congruential generator with corresponding grid Gd follows at once 
from these estimates. For (Y 2 1 and d 2 (Y + 1 define vectors qi( (Y, d), . . . , qd_u( a, d) E Zd by 
q(a, d) = O,..., 0, (-l)$),(-l)“_‘(;y) ,..., (;), 0 >**.7 0 
IZs d-Ames 
)T 
for IE {l,...,d-a}. 
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Lemma 1. Let a denote the potency of a linear congruential generator with modulus m. Then the 
length of the longest vector v, of the Minkowski reduced basis of the corresponding grid Gd satisfies 
for any dimension d >, (Y + 1 where 
ii 
d-a 
M(a, d) =min c zlq,(a, d) I(q,...> zdTE z”-a\{O) . 
I=1 i 
Proof. Obviously, it follows by induction from the definition of a linear congruential generator 
that 
j-l 
X k+j=ajxk+bz a’ (mod m) 
I=0 





x,+c=(a-l)ax,+c-c (mod m) 
for k 2 0 where 
(I 
c= c ( - l)“-‘b’c’a’. 
j=O I=0 
Hence 
for any fixed z = (zr, . . . , zd_ JT E Z d-a\ { O}. Therefore it follows from the definition of the 
corresponding grid Gd that 
d-a 
c zI ql(aY djjTu= (I<z,)c+ym, yEz/, 
I=1 
i.e., all vectors of d consecutive pseudorandom numbers are lying on parallel hyperplanes with 
normal vector 
d-a 
q*(a, d, z> = c ~1 vrb, d) 
I=1 
and distance 
a*(& d, d = I$(“md z) 1 * 
> 9 
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Since 2)i, . . . , v, is a basis of the grid Gd, the length of the longest vector v, satisfies 
Iv,1 >a*@, d, z) 
for every z E Zd-* \ { 0}, which proves the lemma. 0 
It is obvious that 
and some calculations show that 
M(% a + 2) = l171(% a + 2) + 7l2(% a + 4 I 
for (Y > 1. In Table 1 the values of (M( cr, d))2 are given for a potency (Y E { 1,. . . ,16} and 
dimensions d E { (Y + 1, . . . , a + 20). These values have been computed with an algorithm which 
is similar to the one in [2] for determining a Minkowski reduced basis of a grid. 
For a linear congruential generator with multiplier a and modulus m let 
p=gcd(a-1, m) 
be the greatest common divisor of a - 1 and m. Since the linear congruential generator has 
maximal period length it follows that a = 1 (mod Pi) for i E { 1,. . . , n} and a = 1 (mod 4) if 
p1 = 2 and q 2 2 which yields 




* . . . ‘P, ifp,>2 or p,=2andq=l, 
P:‘P2’*.*‘PtI if p1 = 2 and ai > 2. 
The parameter p will be called the base of the linear congruential generator. 
Lemma 2. Let p be the base of a linear congruential generator with modulus m. Then the length of 
the shortest vector v1 of the Minkowski reduced basis of the corresponding grid Gd satisfies 
for any dimension d >, 2. 
Proof. Let L, be the lattice which belongs to the grid Gd, i.e., 
Ld= {g-goE~dkEGd} 
for an arbitrary shift vector go E Gd. Since the base p of the linear congruential generator divides 
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which implies that the vector 
q=T(l ,‘“, l)T E Zd 
is an element of the lattice L,. Since nl,. . . , vd is a Minkowski reduced basis of the lattice Ld the 
length of the shortest vector v1 satisfies 
for any dimension d > 2. 0 
Now, the following result is an immediate consequence of the two lemmas and the definition 
of the Beyer ratio of a linear congruential generator. 
Result. Let (Y denote the potency and let p denote the base of a linear congruential generator 
with modulus m. Then the Beyer ratios for dimensions d > (Y + 1 satisfy 
rd~ fiM(% 4 
P ’ 
where M( (Y, d) is defined as in Lemma 1. 
Table 2 
Linear congruential generator with modulus m = 234 
d Beyer ratio r, for 
the multiplier 
a = 7200 
Upper bound 
G M(4, d)/23 for 
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The subsequent corollary follows at once from the definitions of the bounds q, and p,, for the 
potency (Y and the base p, respectively. 
Corollary. The Beyer ratios r, for dimensions d > a,, + 1 of any linear congruential generator with 
modulus m satisfy 
The following two examples illustrate the usefulness of the upper bounds for the Beyer ratios 
of a linear congruential generator. 
Example 1. Consider a linear congruential generator with modulus m = 234 = 279841, a multi- 
plier a = 1 (mod 23), and an increment b f 0 (mod 23). The bound a0 for the potency (Y and the 
bound p. for the base p of such a generator are given by a0 = 4 and p. = 23. Upper bounds for 
its Beyer ratios r, for dimensions d E { 5,. . . , 24) according to the Corollary are given in Table 2. 
In particular, these upper bounds are less than 0.61 for all dimensions d E { 6, . . . ,24}. Therefore 
Table 3 
Linear congruential generator with modulus m = 232 and multiplier a = 129 


























fi M(5, d)/128 for 
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Table 4 
Linear congruential generators with modulus m = 232 
d Multiplier a 
2 64129 
3 30593 
4 275 073 
5 877 953 





the choice of the modulus m = 234 seems not to be entirely perfect. Nevertheless, in [l] the linear 
congruential generator with modulus m = 234 = 279841, multiplier a = 7200, and an increment 
b f 0 (mod 23) is recommended (cf. [l, p-441). The Beyer ratios r, for dimensions d E { 2,. . . ,24} 
of this generator are given in Table 2. 
Example 2. In Version 3.0 of Turbo-Pascal (Borland International) the linear congruential 
generator with modulus m = 232 = 4294967296, multiplier a = 129, and increment b = 907633385 
is implemented. Obviously, (Y = 5 is its potency and p = 128 is its base. In Table 3 the Beyer 
ratios r, for dimensions d E { 2,. . . , 25) of this generator and the corresponding upper bounds 
for dimensions d E { 6,. . . ,25} according to the Result are given. 
Furthermore it seems to be impossible to find nontrivial upper bounds for the Beyer ratio r, 
for dimensions d E (2, . . . , a}. If multipliers of the form a = 129 + k . 256, k E 
(0, l,... ,16777215} are considered, then, again, (Y = 5 is the potency and p = 128 is the base of 
the corresponding linear congruential generator with modulus m = 232. Therefore the upper 
bounds for the corresponding Beyer ratios rd for dimensions d E { 6,. . . ,25} are those in Table 3. 
In Table 4 for any dimension d E { 2,. . . ,5} a multiplier is given whose Beyer ratio rd is greater 
than 0.95. 
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